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1. (a) Given the quote in the code below, fill in the code to produce the Output on the right:

quote = ’ "My life is my message." -- Mahatma Gandhi’

i.
print(quote[ ])

Output:

Mahatma Gandhi

ii.
print(quote[2:4]. )

Output:

my

iii.
print("This quote has", end=" ")

print(quote.count( ), "period")

Output:

This quote has 1 period

(b) Fill in the code below to produce the Output on the right:

i.
numbers = "10 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14"

num list = numbers.

ii.
for n in num_list :

print( )

Output:

0

1

0

1

0

(c) Consider the following shell commands:

$ ls

avg.py images logarithm.py logo.png reds.png

i. What is the output for:
$ ls | grep log

Output:

ii. What is the output for:

$ mkdir images/colors

$ mv logo.png images

$ mv reds.png images/colors

$ cd images

$ ls

Output:

iii. What is the output for:

$ cd ../

$ ls *.py

Output:
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2. (a) Select the color corresponding to the rgb values below:

i. rgb = (255, 0, 255)

� black � red � white � gray � purple

ii. rgb = "#000000"

� black � red � white � gray � purple

iii. rgb = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

� black � red � white � gray � purple

iv. Select the SMALLEST Binary number:
� 110100 � 011101 � 101000 � 000111 � 101010

v. What is the Hexadecimal number equivalent to decimal 15?
� 0F � 99 � A0 � FF � C3

(b) Given the list names below, fill in the code to produce the Output on the right:

names = [ "aida", "mandy", "diana", "roziena", "nancy", "lola" ]

i. for i in range( ):

print(names[i], end=" ")

Output:

aida mandy diana

ii. for j in range( , , ):

print(names[j], end=" ")

Output:

mandy roziena lola

iii.

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

im = np.ones( (10,10,3) )

im[ , , :] = 0

plt.imshow(im)

plt.show()

Output:

iv.

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

im = np.ones( (10,10,3) )

im[ , , :] = 0

plt.imshow(im)

plt.show()

Output:
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3. (a) What is the value (True/False):

i.
in1 = True

in2 = False

out = not in1 and in2

� True � False

ii.

in1 = True

in2 = False

in3 = in1 or not in2

out = not(in1 or not in2) and not in3
� True � False

iii.

in1 = True

in2 = False

in3 = False
� True � False

(b) Draw a circuit that implements the logical expression:

(in1 or in2) or not(in1 and not in2)

(c) Fill in the circuit with the gate-symbol or gate-name that implements the logical expression:

(not(not in1 or in2) and (not(in2 and in3) or not in3)
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4. Consider the following functions:

def count(items, ch):

count = 0

for i in range(len(items)):

if compare(items[i], ch):

count += 1

return count

def compare(i, c):

return i == c

def main():

chars = [’a’,’a’,’b’,’c’,’b’,’b’,’c’,’c’]

print(count(chars, ’a’))

(a) What are the formal parameters for compare()?

(b) What are the actual parameters for count()?

(c) How many calls are made to compare() after calling main()?

(d) What is the output after calling main()?
Output:
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5. Design an algorithm that asks the user for the name of a text file containing a grid of numbers
and loads it into a 2D array of integers (think like an image without the color channel), as well
as an input number n. The program outputs the index (row, col) of the first occurrence of n
in the array.

Libraries:

Input:

Output:

Design Pattern:
� Search � Find Min � Find Max � Find All

Principal Mechanisms (select all that apply):
� Single Loop � Nested Loop � Conditional (if/else) statement

� Indexing / Slicing � split() � input()

Process (as a concise and precise LIST OF STEPS / pseudocode):
(Assume libraries have already been imported.)
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6. Consider the open restaurants.csv dataset for restaurant reopening applications under
Phase Two of the New York Forward Plan to place outdoor seating in front of their business on
the sidewalk and/or roadway. Each row in the dataset corresponds to an application. A
snapshot of the data is given in the image below:

Fill in the Python program below:

#Import the libraries for data frames

#Prompt user for input file name:

csvFile =

#Read input data into data frame:

df =

#Print the 5 restaurant names with most applications

#Each row is an application, count the number of rows

# per Restaurant Name and print the top 5

print( )

#Group the data by Borough to extract applications in Brooklyn

#use groupby and get_group

brooklyn =

#Print the average sidewalk area in Brooklyn

print( )
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7. Consider the Python program below to display the first n squares. Fill-in the functions based
on the comments and the overall program. Pay attention to the sample output in the comments
in-order to implement the function correctly.

# Display’s numbers 1 - n squared

# Example output for n = 5:

# 1 **2 = 1

# 2 **2 = 4

# 3 **2 = 9

# 4 **2 = 16

# 5 **2 = 25

def print n squares(n):

# Validate the input to be positive

# If the input is not positive,

# keep asking for the number.

# Example output:

# Please enter a positive number.

# How many squared numbers to display?

def validate input(num):

# Display numbers squared

def main():

i = int(input("How many squared numbers to display? "))

i = validate(i)

#print first n squares

print_n_squares(i)
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8. (a) What does the MIPS program below print:

Output:

(b) Modify the program to print out Hell!
Shade in the box for each line or line-pair that needs to be changed and rewrite the instruction
below. If the line needs to be deleted, write Delete.

� ADDI $sp, $sp, -7

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 72 # store 72 in $t0

SB $t0, 0($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 101 # store 101 in $t0

SB $t0, 1($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 108 # store 108 in $t0

SB $t0, 2($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 108 # store 108 in $t0

SB $t0, 3($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 111 # store 111 in $t0

SB $t0, 4($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 33 # store 33 in $t0

SB $t0, 5($sp)

� ADDI $t0, $zero, 0 # (null)

SB $t0, 6($sp)

� ADDI $v0, $zero, 4 # 4 is for print string

� ADDI $a0, $sp, 0 # Set $a0 to stack pointer

� syscall # Print to the log
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(c) Modify the MIPS program below to count from 20 to 5, down by 5. Shade in the box for
each line that needs to be changed and rewrite the instruction below.

� ADDI $s0, $zero, 30 #set s0 to 30

� ADDI $s1, $zero, 3 #set s1 to 3

� ADDI $s2, $zero, 15 #use to compare for branching

� AGAIN: SUB $s0, $s0, $s1

� BEQ $s0, $s2, DONE

� J AGAIN

� DONE: #To break out of the loop

(d) After the modification, how many times is the line labeled AGAIN: executed?
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9. Fill in the C++ programs below to produce the Output on the right.

(a)

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main()

{

for(int i = 3; i <=15; ){

cout << i+2 << endl;

}

return 0;

}

Output:

5

8

11

14

17

(b)

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main()

{

int count = 20;

int num = 10;

while(count >=0 && num ){
cout << count << " " << num << endl;

count -= 2;

num -= 5;

}

return 0;

}

Output:

20 10

18 5

(c)

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main(){

for (int i = 10; ; i--){

cout << "Keep going!" << endl;

}

return 0;

}

Output:

Keep going!

Keep going!

Keep going!

Keep going!

Keep going!
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10. (a) Translate the following python program into a complete C++ program:

for i in range(2,13,2):

for j in range(10,i,-3):

print(i, j)

//include library and namespace

//main function signature

{

//outer loop line

//inner loop line

//loop body

//return

}
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(b) Write a complete C++ program that asks the user for an amount and outputs the in-
terest as follows:

• "5%" if the amount is less than $500

• "8%" if the amount is in range [$500 , $2000]

• "10%" otherwise

//include library and namespace

//main function signature

{

//declare variables

//obtain input

//output interest

//return

}
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